
THE ECONOMIC ALTERNATIVE TO
COPPER

Light, cost efficient and recyclable option
Pre-insulated piping suitable for refrigerant
gases R410A & R407C
Coating provides good resistance to UV radiation
Join-split technology for easy and quick
installation

Fulfils the European Pressure Equipment
Directive
Patented join-split adhesive technology to easily
split and join the pipes without any tools
required
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Economic Solution
Aluminum remains one of the most cost-effective
materials you can use, with outstanding properties that
enable considerable savings – it is three times cheaper
than copper - and offers significant technological
improvements. Aluminum represents an economic
alternative to copper and is not subject to the same price
fluctuations.

Light weight
Aluminium is installed like copper, with minor
differences. The tools are the same and connection
methods and precautions are already known to the
industry. Above all, aluminium is easy to form and
therefore reduces the cost of installation. For the
equivalent burst pressure, aluminium tubes are on
average 65% lighter than copper.

High corrosion resistance
Compared to steel and copper, aluminium has very low
corrosion rates. This is due to the protecting oxide layer
that forms immediately on the aluminium surface when
exposed to the environment. This is a general
characteristic that applies to aluminium as “stand
alone.”

Condensation control
With the original Tubolit closed cell insulation, Tubolit
Split & DuoSplit Alu is the perfect solution to connect
indoor and outdoor units of split and multi-split air
conditioning systems. With proven quality Tubolit Split
& DuoSplit protects against moisture and reduces
energy losses. In addition it has very good structure-
born noise properties.



Installation hints

Clean tool kit with a wire brush before working
with aluminium.

Push back insulation and cut the pipe with a
conventional cutting tool.

Standard flare nuts or mechanical
connections  can be used for joining aluminium pipes.

Protect the joint with a heat shrink sleeve to
avoid galvanic corrosion!



  








